Atlas Converting Equipment
Stand 6B120
Atlas Converting Equipment Ltd. was established in 1976 and is a world leading supplier and provider of solutions in slitting & rewinding technology and finished roll handling systems for a wide range of flexible materials including plain and metallized plastic film, labelstock, paper & board with an installed base of more than 1000 slitter rewinders around the world.
TEL: +44 (0) 1234852533
info@atlasconverting.com
www.atlasconverting.com

B & M Longworth (Edgworth)
Stand 6C120
B&M Longworth is a global leader in the latest filter/component cleaning in polymer and other industries. We are now enabling a 20-year minimum reuse of filters and other components, contaminated by polymer. Longworth’s filter refurbishment service is available worldwide, alternatively our cleaning technology is built in the UK and available to buy under license for you to use within your facility. Our cleaning solutions include: chemical cleaning, aqueous and ultrasonic solutions, pyrolysis (burn out or burn off) and our patented, environmentally friendly DEECOM® steam cleaning process. Longworth are keen to speak to agents around the world to work in partnership and support the global launch of DEECOM® to new markets.
TEL: +44 (0) 1254 680501
marketing@bmlongworth.com
www.bmlongworth.com

BETA LaserMike
Stand 6B125
NDC Technologies is a leading global provider of measurement and control solutions for a broad scope of industrial applications. The Beta LaserMike products line includes solutions that provide high accuracy, in-process and non-contact dimensional monitoring, control, and sample/part inspection of products. Our solutions offer a number of advantages over contact and other non-contact gauging systems. Explore our solutions today to learn how we can give you the productivity, quality, and bottom-line advantages.
TEL: +44 (0) 1621 852 244
younes.zizi@ndc.com
www.betalasermike.com

Ecodek
Stand: 6B122
Ecodek is a leading manufacturer of composite decking for domestic & commercial construction projects. As the UK’s market leader in WPC decking materials, the firm manufactured over 1 million linear metres of decking in 2017, consuming 3600 tonnes of sustainably sourced wood and recycled plastic. Ecodek have achieved “carbon negative” status for the production of its composite decking system production of ecodek® has a net effect of removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere rather than adding to it.
TEL: +44 (0) 1978 667 840
enquiries@ecodek.co.uk
www.ecodek.co.uk

FARREL POMINI
Stand 6B127
FARREL POMINI is a global leader in the research, design and manufacturing of compounding systems for the plastics industry covering an extensive range of processing applications. The company has proven performance processing polyolefin based compounds with high levels of mineral fillers, additives and color masterbatches, polymer-elastomer blends and applications requiring high intensity mixing while maintaining low processing temperature. Principle products include Continuous Mixers, Compact Processors, Melt Pumps and Underwater Pelletizers.
TEL: +44 (0) 1706647434
pgohl@farrel.com
www.farrel-pomini.com

Converting Nation
Stand 6C127
Converting Nation - Used and rebuilt blown film, flexo printing and converting machine worldwide. Laserron hot, cold and laser perforation, macro punching equipment.
TEL: +44 (0) 8448843486
bill@convertingnation.co.uk
www.convertingnation.co.uk

Fraser Anti-Static Techniques
Stand 6B126
Fraser is a specialist manufacturer of equipment to control and use static electricity in the plastics, converting and packaging industries. Our equipment is used by leading machinery manufacturers to overcome the highest static charges and the fastest production speeds. We specialize in high performance equipment using the latest technologies. We offer the most comprehensive range of 24 V DC Static Eliminators available.
TEL: +44 (0) 1398 331 114
Sales@fraser-antistatic.co.uk
www.fraser-antistatic.com
LG Energy Group
Stand 6B123
LG Energy Group offers expert advice and management across the energy spectrum. Core principles of transparency, accountability, and integrity are more than just a tag line, they run through everything that LG Energy does. Along with energy trading we provide legislative compliance, energy reduction and efficiency projects, invoice validation, auditing and billing services. We provide our own market intelligence to banks and hedge funds – Energy Trader Daily (ETD).
TEL: +44(0) 161 401 1001
info@lge-group.com
www.lgegroup.com

Ministry of Waste
Stand 6C121
Ministry of Waste is a social enterprise creating a fair recycled ocean-bound/beach plastic supply chain in Indonesia to stop ocean pollution & empower disadvantaged communities by designing innovative island waste management using circular economy and human centered design principles. We are collaborating with innovative manufacturers and recyclers to turn any ocean-bound and beach waste into new meaningful products and partnering with brands and corporates who reinvent their products and packaging, while showing their leadership in sustainability and CSR.
TEL: +33(0) 62431 9052
sam@ministryofwaste.org
www.ministryofwaste.org

Systech Instruments (Systech Illinois)
Stand 6C121
Systech Instruments specialises in the design and manufacture of permeation gas analysis equipment to measure OTR (oxygen transfer rate) and WVTR (water transfer rate) in a wide range of plastic packaging applications. With manufacturing bases in the UK and U.S, we have over 30 years of experience in providing permeation testing solutions to our customers around the world. To compliment our range of permeation instruments we also manufacture a range of intrusive and non-intrusive headspace gas analysers and burst/leak testers for measuring complete packages.
TEL: +44 1844 216838
sales.uk@systechillinois.com
www.systechillinois.com

Listgrove
Stand 6C128
During the last 44 years, Listgrove has become one of the globe’s longest standing specialists in the recruitment of professionals for the PLASTICS, PACKAGING, PETROCHEMICAL and CHEMICAL sectors. Employing a selection of multinational recruitment consultants (Dutch, German, French, Swedish, Arabic, Italian and Spanish), Listgrove supports projects across the globe and across a range of functions and levels of seniority. We have achieved considerable success across the Middle East region, supporting a wide range of recruitment briefs, for which an extensive global network of candidates has proven highly effective.
TEL: +44(0) 1789 20 70 70
contact@listgrove.co.uk
www.listgrove.com

Ray Ran Test Equipment
Stand 6B129
Ray-Ran is regarded as one of the principal suppliers of test equipment to the Polymer Industry. Ray-Ran’s product range starts with instruments to test raw materials in pellet, flake or fibre form for Bulk Density and pourability, through to Density testing using Density Balances or Columns and the testing of the MFI or MVR of materials using the GMPCA Melt Flow Tester. Sample preparation is another area where Ray-Ran excel by manufacturing a range of equipment to prepare samples from either the raw material or sheet form.
TEL: +44 (0) 2476342002
polytest@ray-ran.com
www.ray-ran.com

Tinius Olsen
Stand 6B124
Founded in 1880, Tinius Olsen is the leading specialist manufacturer and supplier of test equipment for proving the strength and performance of materials, components and devices. Our machines are used for quality control in support of manufacturing processes, research and development, and education. Our equipment is used for testing a material or component’s behaviour when exposed to forces in tension, compression, flexural or impact and to determine strength, hardness, impact resistance and flow rate.
TEL: +44 (0) 1737 765001
richard.coombs@tiniusolsen.co.uk
www.tiniusolsen.com

For more info visit the British Plastics Federation’s website www.bpf.co.uk
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